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The approved balance - sheet scheme through OMFP 1752/2005 is a 
vertical balance - sheet is a vertical balance - sheet scheme (list), inspired 
after the Anglo-Saxon model, according to the fourth European Direction 
and harmonized with International Book - keeping Standards. The new 
settlements approved by OMFP 1752/2005 stipulate a Profit and loss 
account model that is according to the fourth European Direction and 
harmonized with International Book - keeping Standards. It is structured 
following the economic type of the outlay and earnings, responding in this 
way to the general book - keeping system. The new structure for the profit 
and loss account keeps the classification of the outlay by type. It suffers 
some changes beside the pre - OMFP 1752/2005 structure. 
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BOOK - KEEPING BALANCE - SHEET SEEN FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF THE NEW DEVELOPING PROGRAM OF 

ROMANIAN BOOK - KEEPING SYSTEM 
 

              The balance - sheet under the form of a list sets the accent on own 
capitals, fact that has been mirrored through the “Own Capitals = Active - 
Debts” relation. A top priority is represented by the rehabilitation of own 
funds, that which consists of the characteristic of Anglo-Saxon model. 
               Main criteria of classification of active and passive elements still 
stand as: destination and origin. If we look closely the new format balance - 
sheet approved through OMFP 1752/2005, we notice that, although the two 
parts of the balance - sheet remain the same, it’s the demarcation is not so 
obvious. And in the new settlement is kept the order of active elements after 
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the reverse liquidity principal. Placing the active elements in an inverted 
order of liquidity is adopted by European countries, including Romania. 
Before calculating total actives, are introduced the debts that must be paid in 
one year period (passive elements) after which the sign “Active circulate, 
current net debts” is determined. There is no value of total active, only the 
value of net active, after which are registered debts that must be paid within 
a large period than a year, provisions for risks and expenses, advance 
incomes and own capitals. Classification of passive elements is made 
according to the principal of growing repayment. This principal is applied in 
the US and consists of classifying elements starting with resource that have 
closer repayment appointed time and finishing with resource that have 
longer repayment appointed time. All these grouping measure of balance - 
sheet past, are subordinated to Anglo-Saxon outlooks (conception), placing 
in favor external users in building a loyal image towards the company’s 
situation. 
               The horizontal Patrimonial balance - sheet scheme are agreed 
specially in these economies in which a higher balance is banking financing, 
mean while the vertical patrimonial balance - sheet scheme are agreed 
especially in those economies in which a higher balance is stock exchange 
financing. 
              The new form of balance - sheet is of Britain inspiration. It is 
known the fact that Anglo-Saxon financial situation are oriented towards 
satisfaction of informational needs of investors. Introducing in our country 
the scheme list (vertical) represents a “major step”, because it assures a 
larger opening towards economical - financial analysis (respective 
supplying and capitalization of some useful information for a larger 
category of users. 
              We assist a developing of posts and incomes, as in presenting these 
two categories of repayment/liquidity. The debts are presents on two 
repayment categories. Barrowed capitals with repayment terms larger than a 
year have been structured in “Debts that must be paid in a longer period 
than a year”, and separately there have been stipulated “Debts that must be 
paid within a year period of time”. 
              We notice that some loan post and assimilated debts on medium 
and long term appear in the structure of permanent capitals (G Division 
“Debts that must be paid in a longer period than a year), as in current debts. 
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This fact is a minus which will lead to impediments concerning the analyst’s 
activity in the financial-book - keeping domain. 
               Separation from the total minuses and long term debts of those on 
short term is a delicate subject. In the Anglo-Saxon book - keeping area we 
take into account that the share of minuses and long term and medium term 
debts which becomes repayable  in less than a year will have to be 
“registered” in the circulating active or passive on short term, having as 
basis the term of  payment criteria. There is another conception, which sets 
the accent on the nature of the minus or debts. 

The superiority of the new book - keeping size is revealed by the 
fact that sets in evidence a series of pointers.”Total actives (-) current 
debts” reflect the patrimonial net current situation. This pointer sets in 
evidence a patrimonial situation which is not influenced by the debts that 
must be paid within a larger period than a year.”Circular actives, net 
current debts “sets in evidence the existent or deficit of security fund. The 
two pointers calculate at balance - sheet division provides useful 
information regarding the companies’ situation. Also these pointers are 
easily handled in comparative analysis, but easily understandable, even by 
personal that is less “specialized” in developing economical-financial 
analysis. 

Presenting the debts on two repayment categories represents “a 
major step”, because permanent capitals can be easily determinate, these 
being the financial sources at the disposal of the company. Based on this 
pointer, the banks can determined the covering grade of invested capitals 
through the rate of permanent capitals/invested capitals. 

According to OMFP 1752/2005, constitution expenses represent 
“the registered expenses as a result of company constitution on a distinct 
juridical person”. In the future they should take into account the fact that in 
201 account “Constitution Expenses” shouldn’t be noticed the expenses 
tied to the developing of the patrimonial unit after precious , as it is 
foreseen in the Methodological  Norms of using accounts, because it could 
be created some confusion with the elements representing “developing 
expenses”. 

In the no corporal immobilization structure we see no more 
research expenses. According to the international IAS 38 book - keeping 
norm “No corporal actives”, research expenses (or for the research phase 
of an internal project) must be balanced at expenses, when these have been 
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made. As fallowing the research expenses will have to be balance - sheeted 
in the account of profit and loss at expenses, when they are made, because, 
in the research phase of a project, a company can’t demonstrate that such a 
thing as no corporal immobilization exists and that it will generate future 
probable economical advantages. 

It is stipulate, about the commercial fund, that the liquidation 
period doesn’t have to outcome the period of using the commercial funds 
that is in no case, can not overcome 20 years from the date of acquisition”. 
This period is specified in the international IAS 22 “book - keeping norm” 
company Combinations. 

The structure of financial immobilization accounts approved 
through OMFP 1752/2005 is more detailed than the one approved through 
HG no.704/1993. We can’t talk about a closer step on the way of 
strengthening accounts, through evidencing in separate accounts of the 
participants in the group as in associated companies. The structure is much 
more detailed in what concern the participation titles. So, we distinguish 
the participation titles in the group as in companies outside the group. 

The participation titles are defined at  Chapter 4 OMFP 1752/2005 
as being “rights under a form of actions and other titles with variable 
income kept in the capital of other companies who’s lasting own is 
considered useful to it.” The law-maker does no precision regarding to 
what does “useful to it” means. Maybe the law maker can thought at the 
fact that the owning units of these titles can have control or notable 
influence over the society (company) maker of titles but in the same time 
creating a financial income. 

Something new for the Romanian book - keeping environment is 
the presence of strategic participation titles in the group, as well as for 
outside of it. Something else that is new is tied to the presence of 
participation titles owned in associated companies in the group, as well for 
outside of the group. According to OMFP 1752/2005, participation 
interests represent “owned interests by a company” and include the 
investments made in associated (partner) companies and strategic 
investments. The presence of “Titles set equivalence” post-open the way 
for accounts consolidation. 

At the beginning of the road concerning account-consolidation, 
although the need of building groups of firms is only at a project (phase) 
stage. We are waiting norms regarding account consolidation to become 
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sooner operational. Anyway, through OMFP 1752/2005 is opening the way 
to this process. The international IAS 27, IAS 28 and IAS 31 book - 
keeping norms, which discuss the account consolidation problematic and 
consolidated financial situation, can realize sources of inspiration for 
Romanian normalisors. 

Justly, the subventions for investments have been “extracted” from 
the structure “own capital”, for these don’t come from company owners. 
Because of that, they have to be capitalized on the base of tacking from the 
income point of view, being book-kept at incomes, over the long needed 
periods for giving these subventions with close costs. We see the absence 
of “Settled provision” post from the new form balance - sheet approved 
through OMFP 1752/2005. This post was removed because of reasons due 
to fiscal un-pollution of accounts, agreeing with British settlements. 
Anyway, “eliminating” regulated provisions is a sign of disconnecting 
book - keeping taxation. 

 
THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT IN THE VIEW OF THE NEW 

PROGRAM OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROMANIAN BOOK - 
KEEPING SYSTEM 

 
The new model of the profit and loss account extends the content of 

“Net Sales” indicator. This indicator is defined in OMFP 1752/2005. It is 
the amount of sold goods and services that are in the current activities 
category of the company after the redaction of the VAT and other taxes.  

The “Net Sales” indicator includes the incomes from sold goods and 
the incomes from exploitation subventions of the Net Sales. The 
“Production Exercise” indicator is not stipulated in the new settlement but it 
can be easily calculated in this way: The Production Exercise = The Sold 
Production ± The Variation of Stocks + The Income of Immobilized 
Production. The 711th account reflects the income that corresponds to the 
Variation of Stocks. That’s why in the new Romanian Book - keeping 
Settlement it was called “The Variation of Stocks”. “The Variation of 
Stocks” is treated in different ways by IAS 1 and the fourth European 
Direction. IAS 1 specifies in the 81st paragraph that “the variation of stocks 
of the finished and unfinished products during a period of time represents a 
correction of working expenses; this reflects that the production had grown 
the stock level or that the additional sales had reduced it”. 

http://www.dictionarenglezroman.ro/en/dictionary/working
http://www.dictionarenglezroman.ro/en/dictionary/expenses
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Regardless of the chosen presentation for these elements (either 
among expenses elements or after the exploitation incomes), IAS 1 
stipulates in the same paragraph that such values represent incomes. In 
accordance to the fourth European Direction, this element appears as a list 
income element and in the account format it appears as an expense element 
for stocking case and as an income element for destocking case. 

According to the Romanian book - keeping settlements, the variation 
of stocks is an income element. According to the new settlements, the 
expenses regarding external catering, the expenses with taxes and other 
payments and exceptional expenses were put in “Other exploitation 
expenses” structure. The question is if the intermediate balances can be 
calculated in these conditions. The “Others” posts don’t require a distinct 
presentation. We should not forget that within many companies the external 
catering expenses hold a significant rate. The external catering expenses 
were used in the VAT calculus and the expenses with taxes and other 
payments were used in the determination of the gross surplus of 
exploitation. That’s why these expenses are not included in the “Other 
exploitation expenses” structure. The former exceptional expenses will be 
included in the “Other exploitation expenses” category. 

Regarding the incomes from the exploitation subventions it is 
remarkable that these are detailed by their destination. Thus, they can be 
assigned reasonably among the intermediate administration balances. The 
741st account, “Incomes from exploitation subventions” is more detailed. It 
contains eight analytics. It is about the particularization of the exploitation 
subventions in accordance with their destination: for sales, for raw 
materials, for consumable materials, for the employee payments, for other 
exploitation expenses etc. 

The new settlements approved by OMFP 1752/2005 don’t stipulate 
that the companies have to write down this table, not but that the actual 
model for The profit and loss account structured by the economic type of the 
expenses and incomes gives the possibility to determine and use the 
intermediate administration balances in the economically and financially 
context. 

The new format required for the profit and loss account classifies the 
expenses and the incomes in current and extraordinary. Regarding the book 
- keeping international standard IAS 8 “The Net Profit or The Net Loss of 
The Period, Fundamental Errors and The Changing of The Book - keeping 
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Policy”, the modality to distinguish an ordinary element from an 
extraordinary element is determined rather by the event, operation or 
transaction type then its frequency. According to IAS 8, paragraph 6, the 
common activities are any activities made by the company as a part of its 
activity object and the additional activities made for the continuation of the 
base activity or their derivates. 

The format requested for the profit and loss account should delimit 
the expenses and the incomes in ordinary and extraordinary. This should be 
a proper delimitation. The delimitation in current and exceptional, 
respective ordinary and extraordinary expenses and incomes is not 
equivalent. There may be confusion in the meaning of above terms. 

The Romanian Book - keeping Rules are in the same spirit with the 
4th European Direction. It is surprising that there is no possibility to choose 
between many models of presentation for the profit and loss account, like in 
Hungary and Poland.  

In the profit and loss account there is a classification of the incomes 
and expenses by type. The profit and loss account shows only the existence 
or the inexistence of the profit and its type. This is the reason for creating 
other models for the profit and loss account. The Romanian small and 
medium companies have as a principal user for the book - keeping 
information fiscal administration and eventually the creditor bank. The big 
companies opened for the financial market, especially those quoted on 
exchange, should have a classification by destination (or they should have 
the presentation by functions or by activity of the expenses and incomes). 

Why there is no possibility to exist other formats for the profit and 
loss account models while we are interested in attracting new investors and 
developing capital market in Romania considering the requirements of the 
small and medium companies? Probably, the state is putting its “fingerprint” 
again, desiring information that leads to a macroeconomic indicator. In 
Romania, there should be the possibility to choose A profit and loss account 
structured by type or one structured by destinations. This would be an 
important progress in the Romanian Book - keeping System, as it would 
satisfy the informational needs of the book - keeping users (managers, 
invertors, creditors, banks etc.). 

The profit and loss account model with the classification by type 
points out the intermediate consumption, including all the outside 
consumptions. The profit and loss account model with the classification by 
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destination points out the weight of the company functions (the production, 
distribution, administration, research, development functions etc.). The 
classification by destination offers to the book - keeping users more useful 
and relevant information than the other classification (by economic type). 

The model regarding the type has a predominant fiscal orientation 
while the model regarding the destination has an investment orientation. The 
classification by type is encountered in those countries where is promoted a 
judicial book - keeping view. In this case are France, Germany, Italy, Spain 
and Romania. The classification by function is used especially in Anglo 
Saxon countries. 

Due to the things said above, we can state that the new balance - 
sheet form (size), preceded in the Program of developing Romanian book - 
keeping system , represents a larger opening towards economical-financial 
analysis and towards satisfaction of informational needs of the investors. 

Also, we can say that the big companies, especially those quoted on 
exchange, should choose the structure by functions. These are appreciated 
by investors and managers, responding to some international norms of 
comparison, just as a result of the globalization of the financial markets. 
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